ANCHOR B - ANCHORAGE
nineteenth annual bull and female sale

Thursday, March 26, 2020 :: at the Anchor B Farm - Hanley, SK :: 1pm
We are very excited to invite you to our 19th Annual Sale. Moving the sale to our farm three years has been a great opportunity to host you and show you the daily operation of Anchor B /Anchorage. You will see how our bulls are developed for both the yearling and 2 year old market along with feed rations and of course the daily management of the cowherd. Our operation is like many customers as we are very hands on and you will note the care and attention that we as breeders spend daily with our cattle. We hope this care and detail resonates with you. If you have any questions about the bulls or cowherd, please feel free to ask any of us.

2019 was an interesting year again as we didn’t have any rain until late June, however with this rain it was our first year since 2016 where we put up enough feed for the winter. We are appreciative of the good quality of feed we have and hope you find yourselves in the same situation this winter. The consistency of the beef markets over the past few years has been appreciated to offset the high feed costs. We continue to be optimistic about beef supply demands worldwide and are excited to be in the beef industry.

If you can find time amongst your busy schedule, we hope you can attend our 2020 Sale on Thursday, March 26th. We expect great weather, great food and great socializing.
Welcome from the Bohrson family

Sale Day Phones
» Jay Bohrson 306 544 7500
» Riley Bohrson 639 213 7777
» Scott Bohrson 403 370 3010
» Martin Bohrson 306 220 7901
» Taylor Richards 306 821 4169
» Rob Voice 306 361 6775

Sales Staff
» Col. Ryan Dorran, Auctioneer 403 507 6483
» Bryon Wolters, Ringman 780 581 8396
» Taylor Richards, Ringman 306 821 4169
» Cassie Dorran, Insurance Agent 403 507 5953

Terms & Conditions
» Cattle will sell under the standard terms and conditions put forward from CSA and BMS. These are available upon request.

Insurance
» Insurance will be available sale day.
» Please insure your bull(s) if they are returning to our farm.

Terms
» Cattle will sell according to the Terms and Conditions of the Canadian Limousin, Angus and Simmental Associations.

Guarantee
» All bulls will be scrotal measured, semen tested, and sell as guaranteed breeders.

Delivery
» We will transport your purchase to central locations in Western Canada and trucking arrangements to Eastern Canada or USA will be co-ordinated.
» Bulls can remain at our farms until May 1 with no additional charge. These bulls must be insured.
» All registered bulls carry registration papers, performance info, and EPDs.
» Each owner reserves the right to collect semen on any of their bulls sold through this sale. The semen collection will be at the seller’s expense and buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be for in-herd use only.

Catalog design by Bohrson Marketing
» The information printed has been supplied by the seller and believe to be accurate. Updated sheets and announcements from the block will take precedence over any incorrect printed material.

Online Viewing & Bidding
Direct Livestock Marketing Systems
Mark Schologan 780-699-5082
www.dlms.ca

Sales Management
Bohrson Marketing Services Ltd.
RR4 Site 7 Box 28 Olds, AB T4H 1T8
403-940-3334 - www.Bohrson.com
Gold Rush created quite a stir at CWA 2019 capturing Junior Champion Bull Calf as he had many followers and I believe he is the type of bull that I think the Limousin breed has been striving to produce in Canada for 50 years. His EPD’s are breed leading with WW, YW, Milk and Doc within top 20% of the breed. Docility being Top 1%. Gold Rush just celebrated his first birthday on February 14th and you won’t find a more powerful, mellow, soft made, heavy muscled bull in the Limousin Breed. He has tremendous shape, style and presence. His pedigree is stacked with maternal strength as well.

Homo Polled test pending
Lot 2  Anchor B GRAND SLAM 2G // Hemo Pld (P-3) // 91% Limo
JBH 2G // Jan 8, 2019 // CPM4099822

COLE ARCHITECT 08A
sire: RPY PAYNES CRACKER 17E
EDW BEACH BODY

HUNT CREDENTIALS 37C ET
dam: B BAR NICOLE 28E
B BAR NICOLE 31C

Recommended for Heifers and Cows.
» Grand Slam has stood out here since Day 1. His dam was our choice from the 2018 B Bar Cattle Sale and she definitely exceeded our expectations with her first calf. This Nicole female is out of the very popular HUNT Credentials and developed a very nice udder. RPY Paynes Cracker’s first calves have been very well accepted in the Limousin breed
» If you are looking for a hairy, long made, easy doing bull with calving ease look no further.

Lot 2 - July 2019

Sire of Lot 2
RPY PAYNES CRACKER 17E

Dam of Lot 2
B BAR NICOLE 28E

Lot 3  Anchor B GUNS N’ ROSES ET // Obli Pld // 93% Limo
JBH 40G // Feb 11, 2019 // URM4103668

COLE ARCHITECT 08A
sire: RPY PAYNES DIESEL 37D
EMF POLL ZILL

ROMN MADE TO ORDER
dam: TMF TOO MUCH FUN 507T
LZYR 101L

Recommended for Cows.
» Guns N’ Roses is the result of embryos we purchased from the Greenwood program. We have always been fans of the great TMF Too Much Fun cow and we were fortunate to get G N’ R along with a full sister from the embryos. A bull that is very stylish with lots of hair and free movement.

Sire of Lot 3
RPY PAYNES DIESEL 37D

Sienna
Recommended for Cows.

Gladiator is our lead bull from our Senior Herdsire JYF Deadeye 628D. We selected his sire from J. Yorga for muscle, scrotal development and disposition. He has passed all of these traits on to his first calf crop. The picture of Gladiator shows his tremendous muscle shape and you will be even more impressed in person. With his dam being a direct daughter of the great ROMN Made to Order you will also want to keep females of this bull, lots of milk in pedigree and consistency built in.

Recommended for Cows.

General Lee is a bull that follows close in type and kind to Lot 4 Gladiator. Out of JYF Deadeye and a dam that goes back to Made to Order, you will see many similarities in these bulls. Check out the March birthdate of this bull and you will note that there is lots of potential here.
**Lot 6**  
*Anchor B GUERRERO 4G // Dbl Pld // 93% Limo*  
JBH 4G // Jan 19, 2019 // CPM4099801  

**WULFS XCLUSIVE 2458X**  
*sire: REVOLUTIONS DALLAS ET  
ANCHOR B URBAN GIRL*  

**AMAGLEN XACT**  
*dam: CAM POLL ANITA  
CAM POLL XTRAVAGANZA*  

**Recommended for Heifers and Cows.**  
» Guerrero is moderate framed and deep made. Here’s a bull that will work  
in lots of situations with calving ease built into his pedigree.  
» We campaigned Guerrero at CJLA 2019 in Saskatoon and 2019 Agribition where he  
was appreciated for his natural muscle and shape.  
» His dam CAM Poll Anita has provided us consistency and she is a proven producer.  
» Maternal sister sold to Bob Phibbs, ON  
» Homo Polled test pending

**Lot 7**  
*Anchor B GENERATION 92G // Dbl Pld // 69% Limo*  
JBH 92G // Mar 13, 2019 // CXM4099819  

**WULFS XCLUSIVE 2458X**  
*sire: REVOLUTIONS DALLAS ET  
ANCHOR B URBAN GIRL*  

**TMCK DURHAM WHEAT 6030X**  
*dam: RIVERSTONE CHEERLEADER  
HIGHLAND BARBARA 9Y*  

**Recommended for Heifers and Cows.**  
» Generation is out an honest, hard working LimFlex cow we purchased a  
few years back as a feature heifer calf. Cheerleader has produced 2 highly  
sought after black bulls in 2018 and 2019 Sales and this bull won’t disappoint. 92G  
is a high percentage LimFlex bull that shows very good balance of Limousin muscle  
and Angus capacity. Breed with confidence.  
» Maternal brothers have sold to Delbert Warren and Martin Bohrson.
Recommended for Heifers.

» Ghostrider is built to breed heifers. He is moderate in his frame and will allow you to have sleep filled nights. His dam is a hard-working, heavy milking female that was our only Wulfs Amazing Bull female to be born in 2016. Many will remember our high selling bulls in the 2017 Sale (Anchor B Donaldson and Anchor B Durant) which were both sons of Amazing Bull.

» Maternal brother sold to Norm Brown, Ont.

Recommended for Heifers.

» Garrett is another Dallas son that has calving ease, muscle shape, and a moderate frame.

» We selected Garrett’s dam from Solid Gold 2017 from Double B Cattle (Hewson family) due to maternal strength for the Betty cow family and Supreme Champion Canadian Impact.
Recommended for Cows.

» A long bodied, smooth made Dallas son that will cover cows.
» Maternal brother sold to Tim Fleury.

Recommended for Cows.

» Another long bodied bull with frame to cover cows. We purchased the heavy milking Pipeline dam from Campbell Limousin Cowherd dispersal a few years back and she just had her 12th registered calf. Longevity built into the pedigree.
» Maternal brother sold to Glen Cline and a maternal sister sold to Cyndie Leblanc, MB.
HUNT TESTAMENT 40T  
sire: HUNT CREDENTIALS 37C ET  
JKTW WHISKEY RIVER 985 W
ANCHOR B "THE BOSS"  
dam: LIMOUSIN X  
COMMERCIAL

Recommended for Cows.  
» 36G is a HUNT Credentials son out of a first calving Boss daughter in which we are unable to register. Long bodied, hairy calving ease bull that will work in a lot of situations.

HUNT TESTAMENT 40T  
sire: HUNT CREDENTIALS 37C ET  
JKTW WHISKEY RIVER 985 W
KOYLE APACHE BA  
dam: ANCHOR B DENVER 126D  
ANCHOR B ZAHARA

Recommended for Heifers and Cows.  
» Fulton is a very good candidate for use on heifers and cows. We have successfully used HUNT Credentials on heifers and he has proven himself for calving ease and style. Fulton’s dam is a first calver out of Anchor B Zahara (Granddam of Lot 1) and maternal strength is built in here. We had enough confidence in JBH 216F as we utilized him on a select group of heifers in 2019.
Recommended for Heifers and Cows.

We have had many good "THE BOSS" calves over the years and this will be the last opportunity to purchase a bull for your program. Both Fortis and Forsyth have calving ease and the extra age that will cover a few more cows.
Recommended for Heifers and Cows.
» Take a look here, Fremont is a Credential son with loads of muscle and shape. His dam was selected as a heifer calf and we are very pleased with her first calf. Credentials continues to provide a lower, consistent birthweight and Fremont will work in many situations.

Recommended for Heifers and Cows.
» Fresno is another 2 year old black bull that is very versatile with calving ease and the ability to cover to cows. Sired by Credentials and again you see the consistently this sire has provided. We had enough confidence in JBH 225G as we utilized him on a select group of heifers in 2019.
» Maternal brother sold to Greg Trewin, MB.
Recommended for Cows.

» Fullerton is a powerful 2 year old bull whom has muscle shape and capacity. He is a former show female from Koyle Farms (Ontario) which had a great career, she has transported herself into a good milking quality cow.

» Maternal brother sold to Wedrick Stock Farm.

Recommended for Cows.

» Firestone is a powerful Limflex bull that blends Limousin muscle and Angus capacity in a moderate package. Triple L Midland is a proven Angus producer and Firestone will provide some females to keep as well.
Riley is pleased to offer Glass Heart for your appraisal as our lead off heifer. We have been very pleased with the Credentials sons over the past couple of years and now that the females are in production we continue to be more impressed with this sire. Our Credentials females were highly sought after in our 2019 Sale. To increase the strength of this heifer is her dam, Greenwood Elastic Heart, who Riley selected as a high seller in the 2017 Western Select Sale in Lloydminster from Greenwood Limousin. She had a very successful show campaign and continues as beautiful cow. To finalize the package, check out the EPDs here. Breed this heifer many ways and you will have calving ease, performance and scrotal.

» We selected 596 for the sale as she is the top heifer out of our Senior Herdsire JYF Deadeye who also sired Lots 4 and 5. She is a deep made, soggy, hairy female with eye appeal.
When we committed to selling some Angus heifers in the sale for the first time, we knew we had to offer our very best.

Mayflower 9035 was a standout from birth and all along the summer time she was a special one that rose to the top and many around here are in agreeance, she is the best Angus heifer born on the farm in 2019.

Incredible pedigree with the incredible breeding of Bravo on the top side with the maternal greatness of Natural Law on the bottom and stems from the famous Mayflower cow family.

Impressive phenotype, strong EPD’s with an excellent pedigree from a beautiful dam makes this female a hard one to let go but you know when it hurts to let them go, they are the type to be proud of to go on and carry your prefix and provide a great ROI for the successful purchaser.
Here is a special female that we have the utmost confidence in and absolutely know she has a special presence that she will be a highly maternal breeding piece.

If there was one to hang a halter on, we feel Lucy 9232 could be an extremely competitive breeding heifer in the March division that has the style, length of hip, soundness, sweep to her underline and attractiveness upfront to garner some banners.

Her dam, the $19,000 (US) PF 7229 Lucy 2555 is a beautiful female that is a granddaughter of the $100,000 Basin Lucy 3829 that is a great donor for Express Ranches.

A maternal brother sold last year through the sale and we feel that Lucy 9232 is a special female that we really encourage you to make the trip to Hanley to view.

A true brood, production female in the making that is sure to impress with her ability to convert and always be bold sprung, easy-keeping and have extra dimension.

Her dam, HF Tibbie 21D was a sale feature and our pick of the 2017 Hamilton Farms Sale who is beautiful udder, strong footed and highly productive.

Backed by an outstanding cow family, this female is one to tie into with confidence that she will be a profitable investment as she ties it all together in a very hard to fault package.

We do feel the upside to this female endless and the type we want to offer the industry.
Queen 9221 is out of a strong udder, tank of a production female that we acquired as a feature female from Nordal. She has extra shape and overall dimension while still being attractive made and very complete. The Motive x Emblazon combination will surely enhance maternal strength and the ability to raise those heavy, sought after progeny that will be the money making kind.

Queen 9221 is out of a strong udder, tank of a production female that we acquired as a feature female from Nordal. She has extra shape and overall dimension while still being attractive made and very complete. The Motive x Emblazon combination will surely enhance maternal strength and the ability to raise those heavy, sought after progeny that will be the money making kind.

This April born sweetheart has always been of high quality and is out of a strong udder, good footed dam that annually produces one at the front end. Paternal brother sold last year to Ryan Grindheim and 308A has another strong calf aside once again this year. Her sire, Courage needs no introduction as he was purchased as lead bull and high seller from Anderson that has produced equally as strong sons as daughters.
Recommended for Cows.
- Big League is a bull we are very proud to offer as he is an embryo calf from one of our very best donors, EXAR Blackbird 0698.
- 0698 is a beast of a production female that always cranks them out and she is a crowd favourite from all that have ever laid eyes on her.
- His sire, Sudden Look is a breeding sensation that has limited semen available in Canada and when it is put up for auction, brings a large premium.
- Big League can be invested in with confidence on cow family and is most impressive to view him in the flesh. He is attractive fronted, soft middled, well muscled and gets out and moves with ease for as much shape, dimension and power that he possesses.
Recommended for Heifers and Cows.

» Just a 76 pound birthweight in this stout made, well muscled, tank of a breeding bull that combines some of the best genetics in the Angus business.

» His sire, Bank Note is the $125,000 breeding phenom that is commended for his outstanding daughters and equally as impressive sons.

» His dam, Elsa Erica 7120 is a maternal sister to the $12,000 bred heifer we sold to the outstanding program of Spruce View Angus in the Angus Collection Sale.

» This is a pedigree you can invest in as it annually raises the top genetics in our program and Lot 28 is a prime example of their potent breeding potential.

Recommended for Cows

» We have combined some of the very best genetics in the business here with Lot 29 and it resulted in a ground pounder of an impressive herd sire.

» This soft made, easy doing, good haired and sound individual wraps all the quality together in a true herd bull package.

» His sire, the $95,000 Firebrand is one of the hottest bulls in the business and has sired the $53,000 daughter that was on the FarmFair and Agribition Supreme Champion Pair.

» His dam, Wiwa Creek Erica 77’12 was highlighted through Power & Perfection as a $21,000 high seller and a female with a strong udder and production value.
Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

A cool opportunity here with a bull bred by one of the most respected programs in the business, Hamilton Farms.

His dam, HF Miss Annie 50E was purchased as a $10,000 feature bred heifer at the Angus Collection who has dropped a beautiful udder and is strong footed, fertile, fault free and will add natural dimension and pay weight to her progeny.

Her sire, Thrive is a $35,000 1/2 interest calving ease specialist that has produced an impressive calf crop at HF and we are excited to have a son here that is very complete made.

Strong spread from calving ease to ww to yw ensures Lot 30 will be a valuable investment and you’ll want to keep every single daughter to build a program around.

Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

Another son here from an impressive Hamilton Farms female, HF Echo 111E stems back to the famous Echo cow family that is the backbone at HF.

A stacked pedigree and high quality calving ease prospect that will leave you incredible females.

Lot 31 is as deep and soft ribbed as you can find while still being level topped with a smooth shoulder and extension through the front end.

We can’t say enough good about the Oklahoma sire group and these three bulls are awesome examples of his breeding ability.
Recommended for Heifers & Cows

» Oklahoma is a breeding machine in our books and an important piece of our program moving forward with outstanding sons and daughters.

» Lot 32 is a feature bull in our offering and puts it all together with an impressive presence when you lay eyes on him and backed by an awesome pedigree.

» His dam, Coul Lady Blossom 38’17 was a high seller from Belvin and is out of one of the most prominent cow families in the industry.

» We are confident he will work on well developed heifers with ease as his EPD’s, pedigree and phenotype shows that with a higher actual bw, we stand behind this bull as a very complete calving ease individual.

Recommended for Heifers & Cows

» The third Oklahoma son on offer and one of the standout calves since birth that has always had extra presence to him.

» Ultra calving-ease with just a 0.5 BW EPD and solid grow numbers in a smooth made package.

» His dam, Belvin Lady Blossom 70’17 was a high seller in the 2017 Belvin Sale and is out of the great cow family that is known for foot and udder strength with high production value.

» Lots 31, 32 & 33 are all Oklahoma sons from first calvers and we are extremely proud of the trio that is on offer.
Lot 34  Anchorage VIRTUE 9082 // Angus
BOHR 82G // March 05, 2019 // 2131675

Soo Line Motive 9016  
sire: ANDERSON COURAGE 1540
SIX MILE RUBY 951W

Sitz Top Game 561X  
dam: EXAR BLACKBIRD 4069
EXAR BLACKBIRD 1080

Recommended for Heifers & Cows.
» A very strong cornerstone female backs Lot 34 as EXAR Blackbird 4069
  doesn’t t miss. She is a strong udder, good footed productive Angus female
  that is the type we want to build around.
» His sire, Courage has been a strong breeding piece and has an impressive ability to
  sire equally as good sons as daughters (check out the features in Lots 23 - 26).
» Lot 32 is a moderate bw and has extra shape and dimension for a March born calf
  that we think will be an impressive looking mature bull.

Lot 35  Anchorage DIGNITY 9222 // Angus
BOHR 222G // March 12, 2019 // 2131679

Soo Line Motive 9016  
sire: ANDERSON COURAGE 1540
SIX MILE RUBY 951W

Locust Grove Net Worth 17U  
dam: NORDAL 66U PRIDE 606Z
HILOW PRIDE 66U

Recommended for Cows
» Just ask Martin or Donna what they think of this guys dam as he was born
  there and is out of the most productive female that cranks a top end calf
  every single year.
» This guy is from the same cow family as Lot 38 who is an impressive extra-age bull
  and also the best bull in the Angus extra-age bull pen is an April son who will sure
  be our feature in next year’s sale.
» This is a cow family to invest in with confidence as they will produce those steers
  that top the market and daughters to retain in herd.
Dam of Lot 36
PEAK DOT DUCHESS 491A

Maternal Grandsire of Lot 36
MCATL PURE PRODUCT 903-55

Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

> Duchess 491A is an impressive young cow that was purchased as a high seller from the industry leading Peak Dot Ranch.

> With Motive, Final Answer, Pure Product, 004 and Prime Cut in the pedigree, you can rest assured that Lot 36 will be a consistent breeding piece.

> A real strong spread with a 85 bw up to a 772 ww ... invest with confidence in this young stud who is destined to be a strong breeding bull into future.

Soo Line Motive 9016
sire: ANDERSON COURAGE 1540
SIX MILE RUBY 951W

MCATL Pure Product 903-55
dam: PEAK DOT DUCHESS 491A
DUCHESS OF PEAK DOT 486U

Soo Line Motive 9016
sire: ANDERSON COURAGE 1540
SIX MILE RUBY 951W

Crescent Creek Chizzler 10A
dam: ANCHORAGE EULIMA 6225
NORDAL 412T EULIMA 712A

Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

> A low BW bull in the Angus offering with strong grow number and one that is extremely complete to see in person. He will add muscle, stoutness and scope to his calf crop who will be sure to top the markets.

> His dam, Eulima 6225 is a power female that is stout, strong udder and goodfooted.

> Courage has left an awesome set of sons and daughters that we are proud to offer and it is sons like Lot 37 that we will continue to strive to produce more of.
Sienna Thomas at Bashaw Junior Show

Recommended for Cows.

» Awesome pedigree and very complete bull that is deep, smooth, long made and extended through the front end

» His dam, Donna 1223 is an influential donor that is beautiful udder and highly maternal

» The maternal sib, Donna 6205 commanded $23,000 to Everblack/Allandale in the Angus Collection and they have flushed her successfully

» Bank Note is commended for his awesome breeding potential and here is one that is combined to one of the most powerful cow families in the industry

Weights

**lot 38**

**Anchorage EASTWOOD 8622 // Angus**

BOHR 622F // April 4, 2018 // 2105138

WILBAR EASTWOOD 200X

**sire:** ANDERSON EASTWOOD 1407

500 LINE LADY 9420

GREENWOOD ACCELERATOR JJP 4A

**dam:** ANCHORAGE PRIDE 6222

NORDAL 66U PRIDE 606Z

**Recommended for Cows.**

» The “222” cow family are favourites around the farm and some of the most profitable producers in the entire herd

» Lot 38 is the right kind and he has a maternal brother that is in the bull pen for next years extra-age bulls that will sure to be a sale feature

» Eastwood 8622 is a very complete made, extra-age herd sire that is muscled up, stout made and has extra dimension.

**lot 39**

**Anchorage BANK DRAFT 8140 // Angus**

BOHR 140F // January 24, 2018 // 2076258

CONNEALY EARNAN 076E

**sire:** BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040

E A ROSE 918

**dam:** COLEMAN DONNA 1223

COLEMAN DONNA 801

**Recommended for Cows.**

» Awesome pedigree and very complete bull that is deep, smooth, long made and extended through the front end

» His dam, Donna 1223 is an influential donor that is beautiful udder and highly maternal

» The maternal sib, Donna 6205 commanded $23,000 to Everblack/Allandale in the Angus Collection and they have flushed her successfully

» Bank Note is commended for his awesome breeding potential and here is one that is combined to one of the most powerful cow families in the industry

**Conferences**

**Lot 38**

**Anchorage EASTWOOD 8622**

BOHR 622F // April 4, 2018 // 2105138

**sire:** ANDERSON EASTWOOD 1407

**dam:** ANCHORAGE PRIDE 6222

**Lot 39**

**Anchorage BANK DRAFT 8140**

BOHR 140F // January 24, 2018 // 2076258

**sire:** BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040

**dam:** COLEMAN DONNA 1223

**Conferences**

**Lot 38**

**Anchorage EASTWOOD 8622**

BOHR 622F // April 4, 2018 // 2105138

**sire:** ANDERSON EASTWOOD 1407

**dam:** ANCHORAGE PRIDE 6222

**Lot 39**

**Anchorage BANK DRAFT 8140**

BOHR 140F // January 24, 2018 // 2076258

**sire:** BROOKING BANK NOTE 4040

**dam:** COLEMAN DONNA 1223
Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

» *** Homo Black

» Invest in this extra-age bull to increase maternal strength and keep every single daughter as this is one of the best maternal pedigree you can find in the cattle business.

» His sire, Density is the true female maker in the Angus breed that will fix udders and increase maternal greatness and be heavily productive.

» His dam, Joys Elegance is one of our personal favourite Simmental donors of all time that is highly productive and is awesome udder and highly productive.

» A SimAngus bull that will work to increase calving ease and leave you with a set of daughters that will make your neighbours jealous as they drive by.

** Dam of Lot 40
AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance

** Dam of Lot 41
RF Flirt 423B

** Granddam of Lot 41
TLG Flirtin With You

** Sire:
SA V May 7238

** Dam:
AJE/JF Ant Joys Elegance
BHS JF Antoinettes Joy

Recommended for Heifers & Cows.

» *** Homo Polled SPECIAL SALE FEATURE

» A red calving ease bull that we are extremely proud to offer to the industry that could make a positive impact on the Simmental breed.

» A red calving ease specialist that is impressive to view with a strong head, extended front end with a smooth shoulder, level top, length of body, awesome hip, strong foot with heal depth and overall soundness as he moves out with ease.

» His dam, Flirt 423B was an awesome individual that commanded $25,000 at FNL who is strong udder, huge ribbed and out of one of the best cows in the Breed, Flirtin With You.

» As we move forward at Anchorage, we are going to concentrate on the Angus division but when you get to view awesome bulls like Commodity - it really makes you appreciate elite cattle no matter what breed they represent.

» It is hard to find bulls of his quality and to combine that with the famous Flirt cow family and a strong set of EPD’s ... here is one to tie into with confidence.

** Sire:
W/C Loaded Up 1119Y

** Dam:
RF Flirt 423B
TLG Flirtin With You

** Sire:
S V S 8180 Traveler 004

** Dam:
S V S 004 Density 4336
Dam of Lots 42 & 43
LFE BS SHEILA 82A

Recommended for Cows.

» *** Homo Polled & Homo Black
» A pair of ET brothers from the past Agribition Champion Female, the powerful LFE Shiela 82A
» Shiela 82A is an impressive donor that can pack it all together with power and eye-appeal while being strong udder and a model Simmental female with natural scope
» Lot 42 is out of the $160,000 Riddler bull that is used widely to add power, check out the 137 YW epd on Clubber as that is impressive
» Lot 43 is from the maternal legend, Captain Black who will add maternal strength with strong udders and fertility while pushing the scale down at weaning
» These ET bulls are royally bred and we have the utmost confidence in their breeding ability whether they land in a purebred or commercial program, they will sure be high quality stock to build a program on
KIDS and COWS
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